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1. Introduction
AC motors are renowned for their exceptional energy efficiency (Awan et al., 2019; Boldea and Tutelea 2018). These 
motors can be categorised into three main types: permanent magnet synchronous motors (PMSMs), induction 
motors (IMs) and reluctance synchronous motors (RSMs). Notably, RSMs offer key advantages, such as reduced 
vibration, superior energy efficiency and a more cost-effective solution due to the absence of permanent magnets, 
distinguishing them from PMSMs and IMs (Awan et al. 2019). The inherent construction of the RSM introduces are 
contingent on current levels, achieving precise control over speed and torque and this necessitates the development 
of a precise mathematical model. RSMs find applications in electric vehicles and heating, ventilation, air conditioning 
systems (ABB white paper). Due to resemblance in the stator construction of RSM, PMSM and IM, it is feasible 
to employ a cascade control structure (CCS) utilising a field-oriented control (FOC) strategy (Boldea and Tutelea, 
2018). However, it is essential to note that this approach has a notable drawback, mainly associated with limited 
bandwidth, which leads to relatively modest speed control dynamics. Instead of the conventional CCS various 
alternatives such as a state feedback controller (SFC) (Niedworok and Orzech, 2016; Tarczewski et al., 2021a,b), 
a sliding mode control (Manuel and Inanc, 2022; Zhang et al., 2013) and model predictive control (MPC) (Fahran 
et al. 2020; Wang et al., 2017) can be employed. When distinguishing between different types of MPC, we can 
classify them into two primary categories: finite control set MPC (FCS-MPC) and continuous set MPC (CS-MPC) 
(Wróbel et al. 2020). Due to its high performance, rapid response, and straightforward computational requirements, 
FCS-MPC holds promise as an effective approach for RSMs. In this context, the control signals’ values are derived 
through an optimisation procedure to minimise a specific  cost function. Consequently, the optimal voltage vector is 
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established for a given time horizon and subsequently employed to control the switching of the inverters’ transistors. 
This particular control structure operates without the need for a space vector modulator (SVM) and involves a 
reduced set of parameters when compared to an FOC structure.

This paper explores applying a finite control set - model predictive current control (FCS-MPCC) for RSM, focusing 
on the advantages of drive systems capable of operating at high switching frequencies and highlighting the benefits of a 
simplified model approach in this context. The research delves into the impact of switching frequency on torque and current 
ripples, considering models with varying levels of accuracy. Emphasising the potential benefits of drives accommodating 
high frequencies is aimed to pave the way for simplified models. Additionally, the tests at a higher switching frequency 
were conducted to assess the influence of changes in inductance on the performance of the drive system. 

2. Mathematical Model of Drive
The RSM control is implemented within a rotating reference frame (RRF) coordinate system, necessitating the 
mathematical model to be established regarding the D- and Q- axes components of flux linkage and current 
(Niewiara et al., 2023a,b). The RSM model can be described by the following equations:
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where: ( )sdu t  and ( )squ t  is the input voltages given in RRF, ( )sdi t  and ( )sqi t  is the stator current components given in 
RRF, ( )d tψ  and ( )q tψ  is the magnetic flux components, R is a stator resistance, p is a number of pole pairs, ( )m tω  is 
a rotational velocity of the rotor, J  is a moment of inertia, B is a viscous friction coefficient and ( )LT t  is a load torque.

Considering that the linked fluxes are contingent on the stator current components, the derivative of these fluxes 
can be expressed in the following dependencies:
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Taking into account Eq. (4) and (5), Eq. (6) and (7) are obtained, respectively:
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By employing an identification approach that indirectly measures the magnetic fluxes linked to the stator current 
components, it becomes possible to ascertain four elements of the motor inductances. One viable method for 
establishing inductance surfaces involves polynomial approximation within the MATLAB environment (Niewiara 
et al., 2023a,b; Yamamoto et al., 2018). It is important to note that due to the magnetic saturation effects, the 
D- and Q-axes components of inductance exhibit pronounced non-linearity and are influenced by the current 
(Yamamoto et al., 2005). It should be noted, however, that identifying the inductance as a function of currents is a 
time-consuming process, and implementing the approximated relationships requires using a microcontroller with 
more significant computational resources. Moreover, the considered approach has to be repeated for all machines 
separately due to possible parameter fluctuations (Wang and Zhang, 2021). Therefore, it seems to be justified to 
verify the application of a simplified model in the prediction control scheme.

3. Control Structure
The proposed control framework is based on a cascade configuration, incorporating both the angular velocity 
controller and the model predictive current control (MPCC) structures. As illustrated in Figure 1, implementing the 
Maximum Torque Per Ampere (MTPA) strategy has been adopted to improve the efficiency of the RSM (Mahmoud 
et al., 2018; Surus et al., 2022). The velocity controller’s output sets the reference torque for the MTPA module. A 
proportional-integral (PI) controller was employed to control angular velocity, with coefficients determined using the 
Ziegler Nichols second criterion. The complete block diagram of the control arrangement is presented in Figure 1.

To use the FCS-MPCC scheme, it is crucial to establish a suitable cost function and an associated discrete 
predictive model for the electrical characteristics of the RSM. In this approach, the following cost function was 
utilised:
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where: ( )drefi k n+  and ( ) qrefi k n+  are the reference rotor and stator current components in next moment of time, 
( )sdpi k n+  and ( )sqpi k n+  are the predictive rotor and stator current components in next moment of time, N is the 

prediction horizon. It should be noted that the considered cost function does not contain the weighting coefficients 
to be selected.

The overarching objective throughout the process is to reduce the values of the cost function. By minimising 
this cost function, appropriate voltage vectors were derived. The Euler discretisation was applied to Eqs. (1)-
(5) to obtain the discrete current-prediction model. In each prediction step, seven distinct voltage vectors are 

Fig. 1. Block diagram of the PI-MTPA-FCS-MPCC control structure for RSM.
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utilised, corresponding to the seven different switching states of the inverter, as categorised in Table 1 within the 
stationary reference frame αβ. To prevent the duplication of the cost function values and to reduce the algorithm’s 
computational complexity, one zero vector was used. Then, the Park transformation is applied to convert these 
voltages into RRF.

The relationship between the prediction horizon and the number of potential cost functions follows an exponential 
pattern:

 7Nm =  (13)

where m is the number of possible cost function values. The computational complexity of the standard MPCC 
approach is high (Surus et al., 2023). Therefore, it was decided to analyse strategies that enable reducing the 
computational complexity of the algorithm. 

3.1. FCS-MPCC-1 – Model with all variable inductance components
In the first approach of the MPCC methodology, the inclusion of all the components of the RSM inductances ddL , dqL ,  

qdL , qqL  and dL , qL  reliant on the currents ( ) ( ), sd sqi t i t  is taken into account. Using the inductance components dL  and 
qL  allows obtaining superficial relationships describing the electromotive force while maintaining the four inductance 

components ddL , dqL , qdL , qqL  in the considered model compared to solution, presented in Surus et al., (2023). The 
discrete formulas that describe predictive currents of the RSM take the following form:
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where: sT  is a sampling period, ( ) ( ), sd sqi k i k  are measured RRF current components and L is an array of inductance 
components.
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Examining Eq. (14) it becomes evident that the most accuracy MPCC for RSM model is quite intricate, leading 
to an anticipation of substantial requirement for computational resources (Surus et al., 2023).  
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Table 1. Voltage vectors for FCS-MPCC

Conducting modes Switching states Output Voltages

Sa, Sb, Sc
, V Vα β

u0 0 0 0 0, 0

u1 1 0 0
2 , 0
3 dcV

u2 1 1 0 1 3, 
3 3dc dcV V

u3 0 1 0 1 3, 
3 3dc dcV V−

u4 0 1 1
1 , 0
3 dcV

u5 0 0 1 1 3, 
3 3dc dcV V− −

u6 1 0 1 1 3, 
3 3dc dcV V−

u7 1 1 1 0,0
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3.2.  FCS-MPCC-2 – Model with fixed inductances in the RSM model 
To investigate the impact of the RSM model accuracy on the control performance and algorithm complexity, 
simplification of the model has been proposed. Variable inductance components (14) and (15) were replaced by 
fixed values. In the result, the predicted current equations are as follows:
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where: dfL  and qfL  are fixed inductances. FCS-MPCC-2 allows reducing the computational complexity of the 
algorithm and extending the prediction horizon (Scokaert and Mayne, 1998; Surus et al., 2023). The advantage of 
the solution is that there is no need to determine inductance surfaces in the identification process. However, the 
information about average inductance values is most often proprietary to drive system manufacturers. These values 
can be determined from geometric and material parameters of the RSM (Boldea and Tutelea, 2018) or by using the 
LCR meter (Kumar et al., 2020). Another way to determining the averaged inductance values is using load drive. 
The motor shaft is rotated by the load drive at a constant velocity and a step change in voltage to generate the 
electromotive force in the RSM. In the steady state, the averaged currents sdi  and sqi , velocity mω  and the voltages sdu  
and squ  can be used to determine the averaged inductance values (Niewiara et al. 2023a,b). 
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where dψ  and qψ  are the averaged fluxes in RRF.

4.  An Impact of Model Complexity on the Predictive Control Performance
4.1. The differences between prediction currents
Since microcontrollers have limited computational resources when implementing complex control algorithms, to 
reduce the computational complexity of the FCS-MPCC algorithm, a simplified model that ignores the non-linear 
inductance characteristics, can be adopted. However, the accuracy of the adopted model, may significantly affect 
the performance of the control system. Adopting the most accurate model (FCS-MPCC-1) when implementing 
the algorithm, translates into obtaining more accurate values of prediction currents. If the simplified model (FCS-
MPCC-2) is used to implement the FCS-MPCC algorithm, obtaining the slightest difference between the prediction 
currents obtained in individual models is essential. Numerical tests were performed in Matlab to determine the 
maximum differences between the prediction currents of the two presented models. The tests were carried out 
for various values of currents sdi  and sqi , switching frequency and velocity values. In Figure 2 the characteristics of 
the maximum differences between the predicted currents obtained in FCS-MPCC-1 and FCS-MPCC-2 depending 
on the currents for two switching frequencies are presented. The relationship between the prediction currents for 
individual components in the RRF can be presented as:

 ( ) ( )1 21  1MPCC MPCC
dp sdp sdpi i k i k∆ = + − +  (22)

 ( ) ( )1 21  1MPCC MPCC
qp sqp sqpi i k i k∆ = + − +  (23)
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It was observed that the lowest values of maximum differences between prediction currents occur for low 
values of measured currents. As the value of the currents increases, the difference between the prediction currents 
increases, translating into different values of the minimum cost function and determining the optimal voltage vector. 
An increase in the value of measured currents appears during transient states of velocity or the applied load torque. 
Using an inverter with metal-oxide-semiconductor field-effect transistors which are made of silicon carbide (SiC-
MOSFET), the switching frequency can be increased to higher values and the maximum difference between the 
prediction currents in FCS-MPCC-1 and FCS-MPCC-2 can be reduced. Increasing the switching frequency from 
5kHz to 25kHz makes it possible to reduce the maximum differences between the prediction currents by 0.93A for 
both current components. In Table 2 the values of the maximum differences between the prediction currents for two 
switching frequencies are presented.

In Figure 3 the differences in prediction currents in FCS-MPCC-1 and FCS-MPCC-2 depending on switching 
frequency and velocity are presented. 

Fig. 2. The characteristics of the maximum differences between the prediction currents in FCS-MPCC-1 and FCS-MPCC-2 as a function of currents 
for (a) switching frequency 5kHz (b) switching frequency 25kHz and rotational velocity 500 rpm.
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Based on results in Figures 2 and 3 it can be concluded that increasing the switching frequency makes it 
possible to reduce the difference between the prediction currents.  The angular velocity has a negligible impact on 
the prediction currents inaccuracy. 

5.  Experimental Setup, Results and Analysis
The experimental test-bed is shown in Figure 4. It consists of an RSM, (3GAL092513-ASB) with a control unit, load 
drive with IM (3GAA092214-ASE), both manufactured by ABB and two clutches. To simulate a working machine, 
an additional inertia was introduced. The RSM control unit is based on a SiC-MOSFET power module and a NXP 
MKV58F1M0VLL24 microcontroller. The main parameters of the laboratory setup are listed in Table 3.

The decision was made to validate the suggested MPCC methodologies through experimental tests conducted 
on a self-developed prototype of a voltage source inverter (VSI). Due to the limited computational resources of 
the microcontroller, experimental studies were carried out for the prediction horizon equal to 1 and five different 
switching frequencies for both considered control schemes. The RSM torque is calculated, based on the recorded 
current components.  Compensation for the measurement delay must be introduced to ensure the correct operation 
of the algorithm. The current and speed control algorithms are covered by changing the switching frequency. The 
relationships for predictive currents contain in a discrete form the sampling period in each proposed solution. 
To compare the performance of proposed control systems in terms of torque and current ripple, the following quality 
indicators were used. 
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Fig. 3. The characteristics of the differences between the prediction currents in FCS-MPCC-1 and FCS-MPCC-2 as a function of rotational velocity 
and switching frequency.
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Table 2. Values of maximum differences between prediction currents for two switching frequencies

fs [kHz] [A]max
dpi∆ [A]max

qpi∆

5 1.16 1.15

25 0.23 0.22
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where AVG
eT , AVG

sdi , AVG
sqi  are the averaged values of the torque ripples and current components in the D- and Q- axes, 

rt  is the rotor rotation period. Based on the indicators mentioned above, the effectiveness of the control systems 
can be compared (Jackiewicz, 2023) and shown in Table 4. Results of the experimental tests are presented in 
Figures 5-7.

Fig. 4. The experimental setup with RSM drive and IM load drive.
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Table 3. Parameters of the RSM drive

Parameter name Symbol Value Unit

DC-link voltage Udc 450 V

Rated current IN 2.9 A

Rated torque TN 7.0 Nm

Rated velocity NN 1500 rpm

Rated power PN 1.1 kW

Stator resistance R 6.0 Ω

Number of pole pairs p 2 -

Moment of inertia (summarized) J 0.011 kgm2

Viscous friction coefficient B 0.015 Nms/rad

Table 4. The root mean square values of torque and currents ripples for the two approaches FCS-MPCC

FCS–MPCC–1 FCS–MPCC–2

f [kHz] ACRMS[Nm]eT∆ [A]ACRMS
sdi∆ ACRMS[A]sqi∆ ACRMS[Nm]eT∆ ACRMS[A]sdi∆ ACRMS[A]sqi∆

5 1.51 0.19 0.65 1.97 0.19 0.70

10 0.51 0.07 0.22 0.86 0.08 0.30

15 0.15 0.04 0.07 0.40 0.07 0.09

20 0.14 0.03 0.05 0.33 0.05 0.08

25 0.12 0.03 0.05 0.23 0.03 0.07
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Fig. 5. Experimental results for the velocity step response under load operation with the proposed FCS-MPCC-1 strategy for switching frequency 
(a) 5kHz and (b) 25kHz.
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Fig. 6. Experimental results for the velocity step response under load operation with the proposed FCS-MPCC-2 strategy for switching frequency 
(a) 5kHz and (b) 25kHz.
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Fig. 7. The characteristics of the root mean square value of torque and current ripples as a function of switching frequency.

Adequate control of the angular velocity is observed across all examined methodologies and switching 
frequencies. For each of the tested models and sampling frequencies, the sdi  current component reaches a positive 
value regardless of direction of rotation of the motor shaft. This behaviour confirms that the MTPA strategy is 
working correctly. For each proposed solution, a well-compensated imposed load torque was observed. For a 
switching frequency of 25kHz, the velocity ripples are higher than for a switching frequency of 5kHz, for both 
considered models. Then, the experimental tests were conducted when the inductance values were reduced by 
50% and 75% for each proposed model. Reducing the inductance value increased the current and torque ripple 
values. Results of the experimental tests are presented in Figures 8 and 9 and Table 5.

6. Conclusion
In this paper, the FCS model predictive current control for RSM, was presented, focusing on the impact of 
switching frequency on the control algorithm’s performance. It was observed that the increased switching 
frequency correlates with reduced differences between predicted and actual currents, leading to diminished 
torque and current ripples across all considered approaches. Notably, at a switching frequency of 25kHz, 
comparable levels of torque and current ripples were evident in each proposed solution. The findings 
underscore the adaptability of the control algorithm to limited computational resources, allowing for adoption 
of a simplified control algorithm. Leveraging this, increasing the switching frequency was demonstrated as an 
effective strategy to enhance the drive system’s efficiency while concurrently reducing the amplitude of current 
and torque ripples. Future work will involve algorithm optimisation to extend the prediction horizon for the FCS-
MPCC-1. The proposed solutions were also tested at higher sampling frequencies, reaffirming the potential 
advantages of utilising fixed inductance values determined through simplified methods or provided by the 
manufacturer. This research aligns to establish the practicality and benefits of simplified models in the FCS-
MPCC for RSMs operating at elevated switching frequencies. Future research aims to modify the cost function 
to obtain a similar or lower level of current ripple and torque as for switching frequencies 10kHz and 25kHz at 
low switching frequencies.
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Fig. 8. Experimental results for the velocity step response with the proposed FCS-MPCC-1 strategy for switching frequency 25kHz and (a) 50% full 
values of inductances and (b) 75% full values of inductances. 187
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Fig. 9. Experimental results for the velocity step response with the proposed FCS-MPCC-2 strategy for switching frequency 25kHz and a) 50% full 
values of inductances and b) 75% full values of inductances.
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